Modular display mounts
for trading desks
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MODULAR

Display mounting solutions that
adapt to your business needs.

VERSATILE

Flexibility of movement, display
orientation and choice of devices.

The system’s modular nature allows for infinite configurations and
combinations of parts to support various screen sizes, attachment
surfaces, and technology. Premium materials, ergonomic design
and sophisticated features will compliment your trading desks
and protect your investment.

ANY DISPLAY CONFIGURATION

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

Create

Adapt

Upgrade

Multiple desk attachment options
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UPGRADEABLE

Future-proof your investment

The extendable post allows for cost-effective upgrades from a
single row to multi-level configurations, utilising existing parts
and streamlining the look and feel of the trading floor.

Create

Adapt

Upgrade

IEX Trading, New York

CURVED OR FLAT-SCREEN DISPLAYS

Important to know
Curved displays, deep devices (such as all-in-one
PCs) and offset VESA locations exert additional
leverage on the mount. Atdec modular mounts
offer a range of options to accommodate evolving
technology and support complex configurations.

EASY UPGRADES, CONSISTENT LOOK AND FEEL
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FEATURES

Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Sydney

Built-in rotation limiters

Arm movement

180° rotation stopper to
prevent interference with
walls or desk partitions.

Arms’ joints can be tightened to minimize
movement caused by vibrations or desk
height adjustment.

Sophisticated cable
management

Tool-free

Ensures a neat and professional
look. Installation time is further
reduced thanks to the guided
indicators on three sides of the
4-channel post.

viewing angle & display
orientation adjustment.

Display quick-release
mechanism for easy monitor
replacement.

Dynamic height
movement
for tool-free vertical movement
& fast re-positioning

Extendable post
allows for cost-effective
upgrades from a single row to
multi-level configurations

Post stability
Extra-sturdy internal mechanism
to prevent post movement in
multi-screen solutions.
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We specialize in
modular mounts

Contact us today
If you have specific equirements or need expert advice,
we’d love to help. Our team of engineers will work with
you to create the optimal solution for your project.

Mounts for
Corporate Offices

Mounts for
Video Conferencing

Explore
Mounting solutions for
Video Walls and Video
Conferencing equipment

Our complimentary
diagnostic service

Training & assisting
professional installers

Work with our engineers to
create your bespoke solution

Atdec North America
20427 - 87th Ave

Phone: 888 303 4252

South Kent WA 98031
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